Signature Logs During COVID-19 Outbreak

CVS Caremark has been closely monitoring the development of COVID-19 outbreak in these unprecedented times. CVS Caremark understands that patients are concerned about maintaining social distance within the pharmacy and are requesting prescriptions be brought to pharmacy front doors or being sent directly to the patient. Such measures would reduce the risk of possible exposures for the patients and pharmacy staffs, however, could constrain the pharmacy’s ability to capture patient signatures.

As such, CVS Caremark will be temporarily allowing pharmacies to document the word “COVID” on its signature log with delivery date and delivery time for retail pharmacy patients that choose not to directly sign. If the pharmacy is delivering the Covered Item directly to the patient’s home, document by writing “COVID Delivery” when capturing direct signature is not possible. Please maintain the tracking information if you use a common courier rather than one of your employees. As part of documentation, please also include a means to tie the impacted signature captures back to the specific prescriptions (e.g. Rx# and Date of Fill).

This temporary agreement is effective for prescriptions dispensed on or after March 1, 2020 until notified otherwise.

Please note that impacted claims may still be subject to Caremark’s audit at a later date, however, signature requirements will be waived with the aforementioned documentation.